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ABSTRACT 
Every day the usage of the internet gets increases. Due to Advent of  new technology and various online applications and 

technological advancement, Social network and IT corporation the number of users to share the information and communicate 

effectively anywhere in the world. This leads to an exponential volume of data transaction over the network as well as through 

offline mode. Big data is the frequent generation and  updating of large volumes of data around the clock across the globe by  the 

users. This scenario leads to various mechanisms of manipulating tremendous volume of data in an efficient manner.  De-

duplication is one of the concepts to store the duplicate data in an efficient manner so that massive volume of memory space can 

be saved. In this paper various comparative study was done to project the data de-duplication strategy on various environments. 

Different De-duplication strategy and different aspect for the Big data is analyzed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Why big data? 
 “We live in the data age”[1], due to increasing business needs, the advent of modern technologies became 
essential. Big data is one such technology. Big data is the huge volume of data that exceeds the processing 
capacity of a conventional database so the data are very large and it moves rapidly. Big data is used to define a 
tremendous amount of data such like structure data (Relational data), unstructured data (Word, Text, Media, 
audio, video, social network), and semi-structure data (XML data) [2]. Big data are Extensively used for 
business and society, to predict accurate result and to obtain effective decision making in business, trade-off, 
and IT corporations so that revenue will be enhanced. 
 
1.1  Various Sources of Big data: 
 The floods of data are coming from many sources like sensors used to gather climate information, posts 
from social media sites (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, Instagram, Tumblr, Redit), digital 
pictures, videos, audio, mp3, purchase transaction records (amazon, Flipkart, Ebay, Paytm, Jabong), and cell 
phone data [3]. 
 
1.2  4 dimensions / characteristics of big data: 
 4Vs (volume, variety, velocity and veracity) are four defining properties or dimensions of big data.  
 Volume: To increase the size of data from Petabyte to Zettabyte. That is an enormous volume of data [4]. 
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 Variety: the Different form of data, i.e. many sources of data that are collected. And, the type of data both 
structured and unstructured [4].  
 Velocity: Analysis of streaming data, i.e. flow of different sources like machines, network, social media 
sites, mobile devices and human interaction, to retrieve the information quickly and rapidly (speed up of data) 
[4]. 
 Veracity: Uncertainty of data, an i.e. noise of data and it will produce the inaccurate data. So precisely 
validate data is for making the right decision [5]. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Four Dimensions of BIGDATA. 
 
1.3 Big data analytics: 
 Big data analytics is the process of exploring large data set containing a variety of data types like structured 
data, unstructured data, and semi-structure data. Using big data analytics, various prediction analyzes was done 
to know about the market trends, customer preferences, and other business information. The analytical findings 
can lead to effective marketing, new revenue opportunities, better customer service, improved operational 
efficiency, competitive advantages over organizations and other business benefits [6]. 
 
2 Traditional approach: 
 A Relational database management system (RDBMS) is a database management system (DBMS) that is 
based on the relational model as Discovered by E. F. Codd. RDBMS support for a very large database. The 
Relational database is a collection records to create, maintain, manage and update using a database [7]. Data are 
stored in a table format, organized in rows and columns with one record per each row. The pitfall of an RDBMS 
are, the database need for highly reliable servers, so cost is too high, systems are massively expensive for a large 
company which requires a costly license to execute the program and, an additional security issues. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2:  Relational database. 
 
2.1 Google File System: 
 Google solved this traditional approach problem using a Google file system (GFS). The Google file system 
is a proprietary software and a scalable distributed file system for large distributed data-intensive applications 
[8]. The Google file system was discovered by Google in 2002 for its own application development purpose. 
The New Version of Google file system is “Codenamed Colossus” [9]. The Google file system is specially 
designed to handle a tremendous amount of data sets and to be run over commodity hardware. Advantages are 
high availability and fault tolerance through replication. Easy to solve cache coherence issues. The pitfall is a 
limited memory, and the Google file system has a fixed block size of 64 MB. Performance is degraded when 
multiple reads and writes are performed on the same. 
 
3 Hadoop: 
 Hadoop is used for running big data applications. Hadoop is an open-source software framework under 
Apache software foundation developed by Doug cutting and written in Java for distributed processing of very 
large data set of computer clusters built from commodity hardware [10]. HADOOP is designed to scale up from 
single servers to thousands of machines. The HADOOP Performing, two Operations such as Hadoop distributed 
file system (HDFS) for storing large data set. Processing the large set of data using Map reduce concepts. 
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3.1 Comparison between HADOOP and Traditional RDBMS: 
 Traditional RDBMS Hadoop 

Data size Gigabytes, Terabytes Peta bytes, Exa bytes, Zetta byte 
Updates Read and write many times Write once, read many times 
Structure Static schema i.e. predefined schema Dynamic schema for unstructured scheme 
Integrity Low High 
Scaling Non linear i.e. vertically scalable Linear i.e. horizontally scalable 
Property ACID property CAP theorem 

Data storage key value pair Records(Rows, Columns) 
Data All variety of data Only structured data 

Analysis of data OLAP/Batch/Analytical Queries OLTP/Real time/point queries 
Hardware Using high reliable hardware Using commodity hardware 

 
3.2 HADOOP Operation: 
 HADOOP provides five kinds of services HADOOP services are Name node (Master node), Secondary 
name node (Master node), Data node (Slave node), Job trackers (Master node) and Task tracker (Slave node) 
[11]. 
 Name node: The name node acts as master server. To manage the file system namespace, name node will 
executes file system operation such as renaming, closing, opening files and opening directory, Name node 
contains all the information of data nodes and information will be maintained as a tree structure format. 
 Data nodes: The data node act as slave server. To perform read and write operations on the file system for 
client requests. And, also Data nodes will perform some operations such as block creation, deletion, and 
replication based on name node instructions. 
 Job tracker: Job tracker will schedule jobs and track the assigned jobs to task tracker 
 Task tracker: Task tracker will track the task and report status to job tracker. 
 
3.3 Design of  HDFS: 
 HDFS is a file system designed for storing very large files. Files may be terabytes (1012) or zeta byte (1024) 
in size with streaming data access patterns, that is Write-once, read-many-times pattern, running on clusters of 
commodity hardware, so HADOOP doesn’t require expensive and highly reliable hardware Hadoop will run 
across low-cost commodity hardware like laptop, personal computer as well [12]. 
 
3.4 HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) Architecture: 
 HDFS architecture is similar as master-slave architecture. HDFS architecture contains name node and the 
data node, which may installed on same cluster or a different cluster. Name node to be a single cluster node  
(node contains one machine) and data nodes which have a hundred machines that are (data will be maintaining 
multiple machines) connected.  
 Safe mode: Name node periodically receives a Heartbeat of data nodes and a Block report from each of the 
Data nodes in the cluster. So receiving the Heartbeat tells that the Data nodes are properly worked or alive. Each 
Block report contains a list of all blocks on a Data node operation. Suppose if the name node fails, HADOOP 
will utilize the meta data replication to continue the operation assigned.  
 HDFS Client: Client can access the files using the HDFS Client requests to manipulate file requests such as 
read, write, delete and create files & namespace  
 Block allocation: User data are divided into various segments and each segments are divided into number of 
blocks. Each blocks of this segments are stored in various nodes.  The default block size is 64MB-128MB. 
Normally Hadoop block size is 64MB, but it can be enhanced based on the need of HDFS configuration [13]. 
 Data replication: Hadoop has three replications, one at local rack and another two at remote rack to assure 
data reliability and availability. The figure below shows how blocks are replicated with different data nodes. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3:  HADOOP Architecture. 
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3.5 Features  of  HDFS 
• Scale-out architecture- Add  any number of nodes up to thousand maximum. 
• High Availability- HDFS based on Server mission-critical workflows and application 
• Fault tolerance -HDFS will automatically recover from the failure 
• Load balancing -Data’s place intellectual for maximum efficiency and utilization 
• Reliability -Reliable by automatically maintaining multiple copies of data if suppose the particular event fails 
means to take from other copy of data [14]. 
 
3.6 Design of Map Reduce: 
 Map Reduce is a software framework application for distributed architecture, Work with parallel on large 
clusters (thousands of nodes) of commodity hardware in a reliable and fault tolerant manner. Hadoop provides a 
framework for the analysis and transformation of very large data sets using map reduce concept. The Map 
Reduce framework consists of a single master node Job Tracker and one slave node Task tracker. The master is 
responsible for scheduling the job’s component tasks on the slaves, monitoring them and re-executing the failed 
tasks the slaves execute the tasks as directed by the master [15]. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4:  Map Reduce Diagram. 
 
4 Research and challenges of HADOOP system: 
 This paper is organized as follows. Section I deal with how the data are stored in one computer system for 
data duplication. Section II deals with hardware expenditures for data storage. Section III Describe the failure of 
hardware in the HADOOP system. Section IV provides an in-depth review of Data duplication in the different 
environment and Techniques. This is followed by Section V explaining what is scope for future enhancement of 
data de-duplication.  
Issues in HADOOP are 
 
4.1 Section I: 
The Data are too big store in one computer: 
 Today data is too big. How to handle huge data set on one computer system. So the data are run on multiple 
computers with an adequate network connection. That is to distribute workload across multiple cluster nodes. 
Data duplication is a very important Aspect of HADOOP system. So data duplication it can change as an extra 
copy stored in the HADOOP system [16].  
Solution: Data is stored on multiple machine 
 
4.2 Section II: 
Very high end machines are expensive: 
 Data storage machines are a more expensive normally huge amount of data are maintained in high-
reliability hardware. Instead of using high expensive hardware HADOOP will opt to use commodity hardware 
like laptop, personal computer, so commodity hardware is likely to buy very affordable prices, compare to 
server machines and easily maintain and store a tremendous amount of data using commodity hardware. 
However, using commodity hardware is only suitable for proper surveillance and advanced system 
configuration [17]. 
Solution: very high end machine and expensive. 
 
4.3 Section III: 
Hardware failure may lead to data loss: 
 An Hadoop may consist of hundreds or thousands of server machines. Suppose if the data will be failing 
means, HADOOP cannot take the data from another server so HADOOP will become unavailability of data. 
HADOOP is to make multiple copies of data and store them into different machines. Replication means an extra 
copy of data that can be stored in different machines. In Hadoop automatically have three replications to be 
maintained [18].  
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Solution:  
 Multiple Replication. 
4.4 Section IV: 
 4.4.1 Data De-duplication: 
 The huge amount of data is consistent to grow rapidly in today’s world, Data de-duplication is a significant 
role of data compression technique for eliminating duplicate copies of repeating data that are elimination of 
redundant sub files also known as chunks, blocks, or extents [19]. 
 
4.4.2 Advantage of Data de-duplication: 
 Data-de duplication have a significant advantage to eliminate the redundant data so storage space will be 
reduced, and enhance the network bandwidth, improve utilization of storage space, Data de-duplication can 
speed up the backup and recovery process. And, also the cost is low [20]. 
 
4.4.3 Benefits of Data de-duplication: 
 To reduce a number of disk usages by eliminating an extra copy of the data. So reduce the expenditure of 
the storage disk that is related to hardware, electricity, maintenance, and space also to be considered [21] 
 
4.4.4 Data duplication in HADOOP System: 
 When uploaded a file to the HDFS, which the file name is different, but content is the same. So the Hadoop 
system will be rising two challenges that are needed to find data duplication .1, how does the HDFS system 
identify data duplication 2, how does the HDFS system maintain and manipulate the data to reduce the 
repetitions [22]. 
 
Solution:  
 Data De-duplication tactics using HDFS and H-BASE approach, HADOOP distributed file system (HDFS) 
as I introduce earlier [23]. H-BASE (HADOOP database) is a data model under NOSQL (Not Only SQL) 
concept, which is an open source, distributed, the Column-oriented database it is similar to Google’s 
BIGTABLE [24]. 
 Use MD5 and SHA-1algorthim to calculate hash value and then pass the value to H-BASE. Compare the 
new hash value with the existing values. If it exists earlier in an H-BASE De-duplication table, the file will be 
discarded. If it's a new file in HDFS system means it will allow and HDFS will ask the client to upload the file 
and update the logical path to that file. 
 
4.4.5 Comparison of HDFS and H-BASE: 

HDFS is a distributed file system suitable for storing huge files. H-Base is a database built on top of the HDFS. 
HDFS does not support fast individual record lookups. H-Base provides fast lookups for larger tables. 

It provides high latency batch processing; no concept of batch 
processing. 

It provides low latency access to single rows from billions of 
records (Random access). 

It provides only sequential access of data. 
H-Base internally uses Hash tables and gives random access, and 

it stores the data in indexed HDFS files for faster lookups. 

  
4.4.6 MD5 And SHA1 Algorithm: 
 The MD5 message-digest algorithm is a mostly used cryptographic hash function, producing a128-bit (16-
byte) of the hash value, typically the text format is 32 digits hexadecimal number. It is significantly used for 
data integrity purpose [25]. 
 SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm) it produces a 160 bit (20-byte) of hash values known a message digest. 
Typically, the text format is 40 digits hexadecimal number [26]. 
 
4.4.7 Comparison of Hash algorithms: 

 MD5 and SHA1 SHA2 
Message size Maximum message size is 264-1 Maximum message size is 2128-1 

Speed 
It does not give the better results when 
collision occurs so speed at initial stage 

SHA-2 made it robust to use and give 
better results at higher speed 

Collision More probability of having collision The probability of collision is very less 

 
4.4.8 Data duplication in cloud environment: 
 Cloud computing is the one of the top 10 emerging trends, technology toward IT industry. The term Cloud 
computing is anywhere or any time storing and accessing the data through the internet, services for “Pay for 
what you use” type. So Cloud consumer virtually to use the cloud resources like storage, network, Server, 
operating system and so on. An example of cloud computing includes online backup services, Social networking 
service and personal data services such as MobileMe. So Data de-duplication is an important role of cloud 
storage [27]. 
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4.4.9 De-duplication is done at two levels to take backup data in Cloud Environment: 
Source level De-duplication: 
 Source De-duplication is to remove the redundancy from data so its have number advantages that are to 
reduce the bandwidth, and storage usage no additional hardware is required for storing additional data so better 
and optimized utilization of resources. 
 
Global level De-duplication: 
 To eliminate redundancy when doing the backup of different devices having the same common files. Global 
data de-duplication makes the data de-duplication process more effective and helps, is to reduce the required 
capacity of disk or tapes systems used to store backup data [28]. 
 
The basic steps, for de-duplication are: 
 In the first step files are divided into small segments. b) After the segment creation new and the existing 
data are 
 Checked for similarity by comparing fingerprints created by the SHA-1and MD5 algorithm. c) Then Meta 
data structures are updated. d) Segments are compressed. 
 
4.4.10 Types Of Data De-Duplication: 
 There are two major categories of data de-duplication: 
 
Offline Data de-duplication:  
 In an offline de-duplication state, first data is written to the storage disk and de-duplication process take 
place at a later time. 
 
Online Data de-duplication:  
 In an online de-duplication state, replicate data is deleted before being written to the storage disk.  
 
4.4.11 Category on data de-duplication strategies: 
De-duplication take place on 
1.File level De-duplication 
2.Block level De-duplication 
 
4.4.11.1  File level De-duplication: 
 It eliminates duplicate copies of the same file. This is also called as Single instance storage (SIS). File-level 
de-duplication performs to identify the multiple copies of the same file, that stores as first copy, and then just 
links the other references to the first file. Only one copy gets stored on the disk/tape archive [29].The simple 
process of File-level data de-duplication with examples. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Sample Files Data and Segment. 
 
4.4.11.2 Block level De-duplication: 
 Block level de-duplication eliminating duplicated blocks of data that happen in non-identical files. Block 
level de-duplication make free and more space than Single Instance Storage (SIS), This is also called as 
Variable length de-duplication [30] Simple process of Block level data de-duplication with examples. 
 Block level de-duplication eliminating duplicated blocks of data that happen in non-identical files. Block 
level deduplication make free and more space than Single Instance Storage (SIS), This is also called as Variable 
length de-duplication [30] Simple process of Block level data de-duplication with examples. 
 In the figure shows below that Block level De-duplication has three files named by A1.txt, A2.txt and 
A3.txt that to be stored in the database. When, first file A1.txt written to the database. Data de-duplication 
system breaks the file into four parts named as A, B, C and D. After breaking into a segment system, add a hash 
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identifier to all segments for reconstruction. Now all segments store in the database separately. When, another 
file named A2.txt comes to written in the database. Again, it divided into four parts named as A, B, C and D. 
these segments are as same as the A1.txt file segment. So now the de-duplication system will not store it. The 
system will delete duplicate copy and give a link to the last stored segment. Now another file named A3.txt 
comes to writing, The system will again break into four parts named E, B, C and D. Here, only one E segment is 
new. Other parts are already stored in the database. So that, the system will have stored E part alone. And, 
provide links for other parts. So in the end, only five segments of data will be stored in place of 12 blocks as 
explained in fig.5. So it is clear that it reduces the storage space. And, effectively optimize the storage space 
[31]. 

 
 
Fig. 6: Sample files data and segment. 
 
4.4.9.3 Comparison between file level De-duplication and Block level De-duplication: 

 Block level De-duplication File level De-duplication 

Advantage 
Data transportation is much more efficient and reliable 

Easy implementation as well as good performance. 

Simple to use and implement. 
Inexpensive to maintain 

Offers Excellent compression rate. 
Disadvantage CPU Intensive. Trivial compression rate 
Application Logical disk, operating system File storage 

Data types It can handle both structure and unstructured  data 
It cannot be eliminate redundant data for 

structure data 

Storage space 
It will save a relatively small amount of space on your 

disk/tape archive 
It will save more space on your disk/tape 

archive. 
 Block level De-duplication File level De-duplication 

Advantage 
Data transportation is much more efficient and reliable 

Easy implementation as well as good performance. 

Simple to use and implement. 
Inexpensive to maintain 

Offers Excellent compression rate. 

 
4.5 Section V: 
Scope for Future Enhancement: 
 When arrival of BIGDATA, is rigorously to solve the big data issues. In this paper elaborated wide range of 
the topic and research works in the field of data de-duplication.so De-duplication is a technique which saves 
storage space and bandwidth requirements of Hadoop system 
 
Conclusion: 
 This paper provides a comprehensive understanding of Data de-duplication and its types .And a deep 
insight about HADOOP system can be incurred to this paper. In this paper all information about data de-
duplication is discussed. It included all detail about data de-duplication and methods to achieve it.  
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